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Get free eBooks for your eBook reader, PDA or iPOD from a collection of over 33,000 books with ManyBooks. It features an eye-catching front page that lets you browse through books by authors, recent reviews, languages, titles and more. Not only that you have a lot of free stuff to choose from, but the eBooks can be read on most of the reading platforms like, eReaders. Kindle, iPads, and Nooks.
Chinas Golden Age Everyday Life
She does not mind mentioning her age or discussing her 12-year battle with breast cancer. "Compared with the time before I retired and got sick, I think I'm more beautiful now," she said. "Aging or ...
Older female students show that age is simply a number
From Tiger King to Unsolved Mysteries and Night Stalker, documentaries are punching above their weight, helped by bigger budgets thanks to streaming, and a new breed of directors unafraid to ...
Documentaries and docuseries: Netflix and other streaming platforms have ushered in a new golden age, and TV is struggling to keep up
Until recently, urban professionals looked down on the big hair and goth stylings of ‘shamate’ factory workers. What changed?
How China’s White-Collar Workers Are Co-Opting Blue-Collar Punk
“Between the rules for Ant and the $2.8 billion fine for Alibaba, the golden days are over for China’s big tech firms ... over every aspect of Chinese life became more apparent as they ...
Jack Ma’s Double-Whammy Marks End of China Tech’s Golden Age
Just as her career is set to take off after a historic Oscar win, Zhao discovers comments she made almost a decade ago hit a nerve.
Nomadland director Chloe Zhao now needs to win over China
It led to a golden age of Chinese AI ... On the personal level, China's intellectual class regarded their greatest purpose in life as helping the monarch better manage state affairs.
How the Tang Dynasty shapes China tech
Noting that China's youth today are living in a golden age, Xi urged them to shoulder their responsibilities ... is the best way to hone my skills and lead a meaningful, purposeful life," said Li, who ...
Xi Focus: How Xi's remarks at Tsinghua resonate with young Chinese
An arranged marriage, a new life in Canada, a chance to travel internationally to work toward global peace. These are some of the stories of Pramila Sinha's life and, thanks to a new online project, ...
Golden age of storytelling: Edmonton project provides online home for seniors' stories
From stylish, yet understated jewelry to a massage gun for her aching back, these Mother's Day gifts will earn you serious brownie points with Mom.
49 Unique Mother’s Day Gift Ideas For All The Special Moms In Your Life
World in 2021 has seemingly gone mad with censorship, over regulations, and so called “cancel culture. ” So, how can disruptive startups circumvent these new developments, and continue to innovate ...
Changing The World With Breakthrough AI Innovation In The Age Of Regulation And Cancel Culture
"Global Chinese Golden Chart" is the most ... he has been invited at the age of 10 to sing 5 of his own songs at the Nanchang Music Festival in China, in front of 50,000 live audience; as well ...
Emiliano Cyrus Youngest Champion Singer on CCRTV Golden Chart
Famed Egyptologist Zahi Hawass announced the discovery of the "lost golden city", saying the site ... and with rooms filled with tools of daily life." Bryan said the city "will give us a rare ...
Egypt uncovers 'lost golden city' buried under sands
“Between the rules for Ant and the $2.8 billion fine for Alibaba, the golden days are over for China’s big tech firms,” said Mark Tanner ... Their growing influence over every aspect of Chinese life ...
Jack Ma’s Double-Whammy Marks End of China Tech’s Golden Age
“Between the rules for Ant and the US$2.8 billion fine for Alibaba, the golden days are over for China’s big tech firms,” said Mark Tanner ... Their growing influence over every aspect of Chinese life ...
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